30 block
tile scene!

THE GOOD SHEPHERD WATCHES OVER HIS FLOCK IN THIS STUNNING PSALM IN STITCHES.
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Detailed
stitching

HOUSE TILE
SCENE
FULL COLLECTION
Digitized directly from the stunning art work
of one of our in-house artists, this beautiful
embroidered home will have you feeling
the southern suburban charm. The stunning
scene is divided into 20 blocks and will get
stitched directly in the hoop, making it sew
easy to create!

3D
petals! BRIDAL

FLOWERS
HEIRLOOM COLLECTION

Each intricate floral design has been
digitized using two different techniques.
The main design has beautiful embroidered
swirling stems and detailed petals, 3D
petals add a delicate dimensional touch.

EASTER GIFT
BAGS
PROJECTS COLLECTION
Celebrate this Easter season with a new
tradition of gifting your goodie baskets
in these cute and reusable Easter bags!
Crafted with the holiday in mind, each of the
12 designs in this collection are a perfect
presentation for your next Easter gathering.

Elegant
Lace

ON-POINT
FAUNA
MINI HEIRLOOM COLLECTION
With adorable baby animals that are
featured on each block, you can match this
quilt with the colors and theme of a baby’s
nursery, or pick colors that will complement
any color scheme so it can be loved
throughout the years!

MARCH 2020
PR OJ E C T 1 2 3
LUGGAGE CHARMS
These luggage charms are a cute way of making
your luggage stand out in a crowd. Learn stepby-step how to combine colorful organza with our
freestanding lace technique to create your very
own charm!

ANIT
A' S

P R OJ EC T 124
VALET TRAYS
For some people, organizing comes naturally and
easily. For others, a little push is needed to keep
tidy. Find the inspiration to organize your bits and
baubles with these valet trays! These are so easy
to create, you’ll be able to make one for every
room of your house!

